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"Let's empower our children to remain true to themselves, so they don't have
to grow up and have a crisis to remember who they are."
Aypril Porter is on a mission to help her readers and clients live deep, rich, and authentic lives by giving
themselves permission to live according to their Human Design. A recovering self-sabotaging, people-pleasing,
rebel mama, Aypril learned the hard way that not living an authentic life is a fast track to burnout, bitterness,
and dissatisfaction.
When her first child was born, Aypril dedicated herself to her family wholeheartedly, and perhaps she took it a
touch too far because when her kids were just two and four, she hit her first turning point thanks to a sudden
panic attack. This was her wake-up call. She learned that life shocks us back onto our path when we need it
most and that as difficult as it can be, we have a choice in how we respond to it. Her 10-year journey back to
herself has led her to the career she has now and her drive to help others live their authentic lives so that they
can live a life of purpose, freedom, and joy. A Functional Nutritional Therapy Practitioner, Certified Courageous
Living Life Coach, a Quantum Human Design Specialist, and a Quantum Alignment Practitioner, Aypril Porter
believes that your authentic life is available to you, no matter your age (from 2 to 102).

Discussion Topics
Her new book Parenting The Child You Have, Re-Imagining The Parent-Child Relationship Through The Lens
of Human Design
Human Design Parenting, Human Design
Burnout + Authenticity
"I have to say I was a bit apprehensive about the session, nervous even. How could this tell me more about
myself than I already inherently knew? Turns out…pretty much everything!! Aypril was the perfect guide
through this experience. Whenever I had a question, she walked me through it and made sure I understood
completely before moving on. She creates the space to explore and question so many new ideas without
wondering if you’re slowing her down or interrupting her flow. Following my session, I had a series of
experiences that threw me off balance. I kept returning to my experience during the session and how I felt so
at home knowing more about myself. Knowing, viscerally, that following my intuition is the key to leading a life
I love and cherish. I will continue to refer anyone curious about Human Design to Aypril. Her knowledge and
gentle nature makes the experience that much richer and abundant. Thank you Aypril for sharing your gift, it’s
truly a treasure."
– Pandora Bjeletich
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